Astronomy
In this video, you’ll tour all the planets (and some of their moons) in our solar system, through more than 230 stunning photographs and graphics from NASA and other sources. You’ll see how each planet and moon matches the Biblical account, not the secular model. Full version: 106 minutes; Abridged version: 30 minutes.

Metamorphosis
Metamorphosis explores the remarkable world of butterflies. Spectacular photography, computer animation, and magnetic resonance imaging open once hidden doors to every stage of a butterfly's amazing life cycle -- from an egg the size of a pinhead to a magnificent flying insect. Very high magnification reveals compound eyes made of thousands of individual lenses, wings covered with microscopic solar panels and navigational systems that unerringly guide Monarch butterflies to their annual migration from Canada to Mexico. How did these extraordinary creatures come into being? Are they products of a blind, undirected process? Or were they designed for a purpose by an intelligence? Metamorphosis shows how incredible the suggestion is that they are a product of evolutionary chance.

Set in Stone--Evidence for Earth's Catastrophic Past
A fascinating, fact-filled, beautifully filmed documentary, taking in picturesque locations across the British Isles, including classic geological icons such as Siccar Point, Scotland and Giant’s Causeway, N. Ireland. It is enhanced by ‘in-the-field’ teaching by experienced creationist geologists. The journey of exploration includes a look at such things as historical geology, uniformitarian thinking, neocatastrophism, rapid granite formation, glacial megafloods, various dating techniques, fossil graveyards, chalk deposits, and more! As such it challenges head on the notion of millions-of-years thinking. A powerful resource for use in schools, in small group discussions and as a pre-evangelistic tool.
Please note: Though the connection is obvious, this Truth in Science-produced DVD does not engage directly with the Genesis record and the catastrophic processes of the Flood of Noah.

Each DVD is equipped with Mandarin, Cantonese and English audio options. Subtitles include Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, and English.
One source we are aware of where most of these and many other resources can be obtained in the US is the Chinese Resource Ministry. www.ChineseResourceMinistry.org, 888-999-7959.

We welcome your participation in the goals of CCSA.
Contact Dr. Yingguang Liu, CCSA Vice Chairman
Assoc. Prof. of Microbiology, Liberty University,
yliu@liberty.edu 434-592-7344

The Young Earth
Author: John Morris
Ph.D. geologist John Morris is eminently qualified to powerfully demonstrate that geological science supports the Bible’s account of a recent creation and a global flood, not an “old earth” of billions of years. This is an updated version of a classic work. The text is illustrated with beautiful color photographs, charts, and updated art. Dr. Morris, president of the Institute for Creation Research (ICR), presents a versatile, deep, comprehensive work demonstrating how God’s Word can be trusted concerning both science and history.

What about dinosaurs
Booklet answers questions like: What does the Bible say about dinosaurs? What do dinosaur fossils tell us? What happened to the dinosaurs? It presents the strong evidence that dinosaurs lived recently, especially as shown in the many finds of soft tissue in dinosaur bones. Author is Dr. David Catchpoole, Ph.D., biology.

Why would a loving God allow death and suffering?
Why would an all-powerful, loving God allow death and suffering? With tragedies abounding in our world, the answers to this all-important question, as presented in this booklet, are as urgently needed as ever, and must include an understanding of creation and the fall. Includes a presentation of the Good News. Author is Dr. Jonathan Sarfati, Ph.D., physical chemistry.